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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The report presents the GIS mapping activities within the Stoney Creek 
watershed.
Stoney Creek is a sub-watershed of the Brunette River Watershed, in Burnaby, 
British Columbia, and its headwaters originate on Burnaby Mountain, which 
represents one of the largest expanses of forested green space in the immediate 
vicinity of Vancouver. There are several other creeks with headwaters on 
Burnaby Mountain, however Stoney Creek is the largest area remaining in a 
natural state.
Stoney Creek is a major salmon rearing and spawning creek of the Brunette 
River system. Populations of coho and chum, sea run and resident cutthroat 
trout, steelhead, three-spine stickleback, western brook lamprey and sculpin 
species (Habitat Conservation Summary Report, A.Appelton, 2000) are 
supported in Stoney Creek.
The mapping project was initiated by the Stoney Creek Environment Committee 
(SCEC) because of concern about the SFU land development and urbanization, 
which may cause habitat degradation and change the tributaries’ structures.

The SCEC has been active since 1995 and represents a group of citizens 
dedicated to protecting, monitoring and enhancing the Stoney Creek watershed. 
The committee provides educational and hands-on experience in Streamkeeping, 
and works to develop awareness, respect, and ownership for the watershed. The 
Committee includes all levels of government, other environmental groups, 
corporate neighbours and community members of all ages in their activities.

The developments in the watershed, and especially the proposed development of 
the Simon Fraser University lands, pose threats to the fish habitat and will 
increase the impervious area in the watershed. The development also means a 
loss of habitat for the animals living within the ring road. It will be a significant 
loss for the black-tailed deer, coyotes, raccoons, great horned owls, hawks, 
woodpeckers and other animals that currently live there. Burnaby Mountain is 
also a green "island" used as a stop-over by many migrating bird species, and 
these islands are diminishing every year.
SCEC recognized the need for mapping of their watershed, because the existing 
information is incomplete. The existing maps showed only the main stream, 
which runs through developed areas. The tributaries, especially on the upper 
slopes of Burnaby Mountain, have not been mapped.
It was decided to survey these unmapped tributaries using GPS with a differential 
antenna and to incorporate the data into GIS. The main focus was on the upper 
parts of Stoney Creek and especially the east part of the watershed because of 
the future development and lack of sufficient information about this area.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Location of Stoney Creek

Stoney Creek is a sub-watershed of Brunette River basin, which is within the 
Greater Vancouver Regional District, of British Columbia. Its headwaters are on 
the southeast slope of Burnaby Mountain originating approximately 340 meters 
above sea level. Stoney Creek flows through three municipalities: Burnaby, 
Coquitlam and Port Moody, and drains into the Brunette River.
The creek has four main tributaries and the watershed area covers about 408 ha 
of which 33% is impervious area. The main stream flows primarily through 
residential neighborhoods and 618 meters is culverted in the east section. 
Tributary #1 and #2 flow through residential and light industrial areas and most of 
these channels have been altered or culverted. Tributary #3 has prime fish 
habitat, and its numerous branches flow through undisturbed-forested slopes of 
Burnaby Mountain.
Tributary #4 drains a relatively small area of the forest.
Stoney Creek has an extensive riparian zone, which is considered an 
Environmentally Sensitive Area.

1.2 Why Map Stoney Creek?

To protect a stream, one must first know where it is and where its headwaters 
are. Using funding provided by the Urban Salmon Habitat Program, SCEC 
members have undertaken a project to map the area below the proposed SFU 
development. Knowing where the stream flows is critical in making 
environmentally sound decisions.

Stoney Creek faces many challenges: the Sky Train construction, hydro right of 
way, gas pipeline, sanitary sewer line, railway, recreational trail network, the 
schools, highway overpasses, bridges, extensive housing, and the proposed 
development of the SFU land.

Some areas of the Stoney Creek watershed were mapped by government 
agencies (TRIM maps), other areas were mapped by BCIT in 1998. The area 
above University Drive was mapped by ENCON in 2000. Information about the 
central areas of the watershed (between Gaglardi Way and University Drive) was 
lacking.
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The goal of the mapping project was to protect the sustainability of the Stoney
Creek watershed by surveying and mapping its watercourses and resources and
working towards a watershed management plan. To lay foundation for this goal,
the following objectives were set:
• To collect historical surveys and maps and use them in overlays to give a 

comprehensive map.
• To identify, for mapping project, unmapped watercourses that could be 

negatively impacted by Stage 1 of the proposed development by the Burnaby 
Mountain Community Corporation.

• To develop a training course for volunteers that includes the preparation of a 
training manual, lecture and fieldwork using the GPS GARMIN 12XL. See 
Appendix 2 for course outline.

• Collect GPS data in targeted area, process and plot this new data, overlay it 
onto the historic data maps.

• Prepare a report of the project information and data.
• Use the report as an educational and informational tool to help protect the 

watershed.

1.3 The Goal of Mapping of Stoney Creek

Figure 1. Photograph of tributary 3 in the forest
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2.0 MAPPING

2.1 Selecting the Mapping Methods

The SCEC members have been intent upon mapping the Stoney Creek 
watershed for several years. The terrain in the watershed is very diverse and in 
many areas steep, overgrown with bushes and difficult to access. The 
development of the SFU land above University Drive will be located in 
headwaters of the Stoney Creek. SCEC decided that their focus will be on area 
below the proposed construction, on the northeast side of the watershed.
GPS was selected as the method for collecting the field data. The training was 
provided to the SCEC volunteers. They learned to survey with GPS and had 
opportunity to improve their mapping skills. The points collected by GPS were 
used in GIS to update existing data, and new maps were created.

2.2 Mapping Strategy

The mapping project started with compilation of the data. To prevent data 
duplication, all existing maps and digital data available for the Stoney Creek area 
were collected.

• M.E.L.P. maps and data (1987-1993)
TRIM (Terrain Resource Information Mapping) maps were used, which 
included the Burnaby Mountain area and the Stoney Creek watershed. TRIM 
is a series of digital maps produced by the Geographic Data BC Branch of the 
Ministry of Environment, Lands, and Parks. TRIM base maps generally depict 
planimetry, e.g. natural and man-made physical features, topography, e.g. 
contours and spot heights. The geographic extent for each 1:20,000 TRIM 
mapsheet is 6 minutes of latitude and 12 minutes of longitude. Data for 
creating TRIM maps is collected from Airphotos, using stereoplotters. The 
specification for TRIM hydrography allows the display of only large water 
bodies; therefore small tributaries of the rivers and streams are not included 
on maps, especially in urban areas, because the large amount of detail would 
make the maps unreadable.
Stoney Creek is on mapsheet number 92G026; and Figure 2 shows part of 
the hydrography for Stoney Creek. The digital data used was in Arclnfo 
format, and the map was created in ArcView.
The TRIM map shows the main stem of Stoney Creek, a short section of 
Tributary 2 and very short section of Tributary #3 flowing into a ditch. It does 
not show any channels on the slopes of Burnaby Mountain.

• B.C.l.T. and GVRD data (1998/1999)
In the search for existing data, a survey that BCIT had conducted of the 
Brunette Basin in the winter of 1998/1999 was found. With the help of the 
Burnaby Streamkeepers Coordinator John Saremba, a disc with Brunette 
Basin digital data created by GVRD was obtained with the BCIT project,
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Inventory of Brunette Basin Streams using GPS and GIS Technology
(Laurie Smith and Tom Saare, British Columbia Institute of Technology)

The BCIT crew used a GPS Trimble Pathfinder to collect data for most of the 
streams of the Brunette Basin watershed. Their focus was on the main 
channels and main tributaries. Due to time and budget constraints, they did 
not map all channels in the Brunette Basin watershed.

The maps created from the GVRD disk became the basic and most 
up-to-date information for the current survey. Because the BCIT data was 
collected to RIC standards, it was decided that it would be accepted as 
accurate and the current survey would continue where BCIT had left off.
One of the layers on the GVRD disk was “Brunstjjncof, which showed 

unsurveyed streams. This information was used as a guide to look for the 
probable locations of the unmapped tributaries. These creeks are shown in 
Figure 3.

Digital data from the GVRD disk was used to calculate areas of the Stoney 
Creek watershed and percentage of impervious area, which is 33%
(Figure 4). The latter number is now probably higher, because this data was 
derived from Orthophotos from the year 1995. Figure 5 shows land use in the 
Stoney Creek watershed

• S.C.E C. survey 1998
The SCEC members used GPS - GARMIN to survey sections of the 
tributaries in summer 1998. BCIT surveys with GPS unit Trimble Pathfinder 
were done several months later and because data collected with Trimble 
Pathfinder is more accurate, wherever the data overlapped, the Trimble 
Pathfinder data was used. Only a small section of Tributary #3, which was not 
surveyed by BCIT, is included in map. Figure 6 shows the parts of the 
Tributary #3 with GARMIN data.

• S.C.E.C. survey 1999
In the autumn 1999, SCEC conducted another survey. SCEC rented GPS 
Trimble Pathfinder unit, because of the growing concern about negative 
impact from the proposed SFU Lands development. Mapping was focused on 
areas adjacent to future building sites. Figure 7 shows the creeks surveyed by 
SCEC members.

• ENCON survey 2000
The most recent data source of information about the locations of the streams 
was an ENCON survey (using GARMIN), conducted for the future Simon 
Fraser development. It shows the detailed stream network on the top of 
Burnaby Mountain. The digital format of this map was available only as point 
layers, therefore the creek (lines) are interpreted using the hardcopy (paper)
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map and lines were digitized on the screen. Figure 8 shows the ENCON 
interpreted data. Figure 9 shows the proposed development area.

After analyzing all existing data, the northeast area of the Stoney Creek 
watershed was chosen as the target for our GPS mapping. The area is situated 
on the slopes of Burnaby Mountain below the East University Drive and existing 
maps do not show any creeks there. The SCEC members noticed several 
channels with water flowing into Tributary #3 in east location, this indicated that 
information about creeks network on the maps is incomplete. Figure 10 shows 
the selected area.
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Figure 2. TRIM data, UTM NAD 83
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Figure 3. Creeks surveyed by BCIT and creeks not confirmed with GPS
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Figure 4. Catchment area - GVRD data
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Figure 5. Land use polygons - GVRD data
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Figure 6. Tributary 3, data surveyed by SCEC in Summer 1998
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Figure 7. Creeks Pathfinder - surveyed by SCEC in October, 1999
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Figure 8. ENCON data, surveyed by GARMIN, 2000
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Figure 10. Northeast area of Stoney Creek watershed selected for GPS survey



2.3 Preparation for Survey

The GPS unit used for the survey was GARMIN 12XL with a LOWRANCE 
differential antenna. As the GARMIN is a low end GPS, an antenna was used to 
increase its accuracy. With the differential signal transmitted from the Richmond 
beacon, accuracy improved to +/-10 metres, which would be satisfactory for the 
1 : 20 000 maps.
Prior to the field survey, the SCEC volunteers attended a 3 - hour training course, 
so that they would become familiar with basic information about the use of GPS, 
GIS and mapping.
The list of topics covered in the course is in Appendix 2. After the theoretical 
training volunteers were provided with the opportunity to try hands-on field 
training and experience in the unit use of GPS GARMIN 12XL. A training manual 
was designed and produced to accompany this course.
The goal of the mapping project was to locate unmapped tributaries in the 
northeast part of the Stoney Creek Watershed. A more detailed survey will be 
needed in the future to collect detailed information on the attributes of Stoney 
Creek tributaries (for example SHIM mapping). This project should serve as a 
guide for future work.

2.4 Methodology

Table 1. Equipment for stream survey

Field Eauipment List Office Eauipment
GPS GARMIN 12XL Receiver with an 
antenna GARTRIP software version 203

DGPS LOWRANCE Beacon Receiver 
with an antenna

ArcView software version 3.2a

The battery
Notepad
Machete
Gloves
Digital camera KODAK - DC5000
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The GPS equipment was configured to collect data for mapping in the Universal 
Transverse Mercator Projection (NAD83 DATUM). The Stoney Creek Watershed 
is in zone 10. The settings for the data collection in the GPS receiver are listed in 
Table 2.

2.4.1 Configuration of GPS Equipment

Table 2. Configuration of GARMIN 12XL with DGPS (Differential correction)
Options (Ezinit prompt) Settings
Country CAN - B COLUMBIA

Options (System Setup menu) Settings
Mode Normal
Date Derived from Satellites
Time Derived from Satellites
Offset 8
Hours 24
Contrast Leave default setting
Light 15sec
Tone MSG only

Options (Navigation Setup) Settings

Position FRMT UTM/UPS
Map Datum NAD83
CDI +/- 0.25
Angle Degrees
Units Metric
Heading Auto E020

Options (Interface Setup) Settings
Connecting external devices RTCM/NMEA
NMEA format NMEA 01832.0
Rate communication speed 4800 baud
Frequency 320 kHz
Rate 200 bps
Distance Calculated automatically
Order North / East
SNR 30db

Options (Mark position) Settings
FOM Wait until FOM is </= 3
Average Yes
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It was intended that GPS points of this project would meet the GPS points where 
BCIT and the SCEC team had left off in the previous mapping projects.
Because of the steep and difficult terrain covered in blackberry and salmonberry 
bushes, fallen rotting trees and stumps, it was decided to map watercourses and 
channels starting at the SFU ring road and following them downstream to 
Tributary 3 and to previously suveyed GPS points. In order to access these 
watercourses the team used many existing biker trails. The trails were not 
mapped and SCEC team decided to survey some of them to help in future 
orientation in the terrain.
The GPS points for creeks were collected following downstream in approximately 
regular length intervals to help define a line (stream) on the map. At the same 
time filed notes were taken to be used as a help and reference in data 
processing.

2.4.2 Method of Mapping Stream Systems

Date: April, 2001; location: Stoney Creek, tributary 3 
Notes: View of Stoney Creek tributary north of the BC Hydro powerline in the 
swampy area, overgrown with alders and salmonberries. Frank is standing on 
the makeshift log footbridge across the creek.
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2.5 Data Processing and Storage

The GARMIN GPS unit collects data as points defined by X, Y coordinates. The 
internal memory of the receiver can hold up to 500 points, which are called 
Waypoints. The data from the GARMIN is downloaded to the computer by using 
GARtrip software. Figure 11 shows an example of Waypoints printed from 
GARtrip software. Figure 12 shows the same data displayed IN GRAPHIC 
FORMAT by GARtrip software.
To incorporate GPS data into the GIS system, the Waypoints must be converted 
into a shape format (ArcView format). The conversion is done through ASCII 
format and Microsoft Access. ArcView imports the Access Database using SQL. 
This allows it to import not only X, Y coordinates, but also attributes associated 
with points.
In ArcView, the Access Database is stored as a thematic table. The table is then 
converted into a shapefile and this conversion displays data as graphic points 
with attached attributes.
The graphic layer with the GPS points then can be overlayed with other digital 
layers. Figure 13 shows the layer of GPS GARMIN Waypoints (Stoney Creek - 
Tributary 3) overlaid on the Orthophoto and the old existing information about the 
creeks.
2.5.1 Interpretation of Data
Because our creeks are still shown only as a set of points, the data must be 
interpreted to display hydrography as lines. The data is interpreted in ArcView by 
digitizing a line over the GPS raw data.
The Orthophotos were used as the background layer to interpolate the position of 
the points.
The lines were digitized as segments and each segment has an attached 
attribute database, derived from the Waypoints data.
Figure 14 shows an example of Waypoint interpretation. Some outlier points 
were discarded; their positions were not accurate due to the weak signal caused 
by an obstruction, possibly the dense tree canopy.

2.6 Data Attributes
In GIS, the data is divided into three types: lines, points and polygons. Points 
were collected and converted into lines. The line is divided into segments and 
each segment represents a homogeneous set of values for all the attribute fields 
for the creek feature. The table of attributes for the stoney_garmin shapefile is 
in METADATA (Appendix 1).
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Stoney Creek - Tributary 3

WaypointsUTM NAD83 Sorted by Name

Sv Name Description Zone Eastina Northina from 001

001 08-apr-01 19:26 10U 0507.019 5458.062 0.0 km 000°
002 08-apr-01 19:36 10U 0507.085 5458.085 0.1 km 071°
003 08-apr-01 19:3910U 0507.089 5458.072 0.1 km 082°
004 08-apr-01 19:4410U 0507.055 5458.057 0.0 km 098°
005 08-apr-01 19:50 10U 0507.147 5458.069 0.1 km 087°
006 08-apr-01 19:5310U 0507.137 5458.088 0.1 km 077°
007 08-apr-01 20:04 10U 0507.263 5458.068 0.2 km 089°
008 08-apr-01 20:0710U 0507.241 5458.087 0.2 km 084°
009 08-apr-01 20:0910U 0507.233 5458.084 0.2 km 084°
010 08-apr-01 20:2110U 0507.408 5458.050 0.4 km 092°
011 08-apr-01 20:2310U 0507.403 5458.070 0.4 km 089°
012 08-apr-01 20:2510U 0507.396 5458.086 0.4 km 086°
013 08-apr-01 20:2710U 0507.384 5458.091 0.4 km 086°
014 08-apr-01 21:0610U 0507.470 5457.800 0.5 km 120°
015 08-apr-01 21:0810U 0507.476 5457.785 0.5 km 121°
016 08-apr-01 21:0910U 0507.470 5457.789 0.5 km 121°
017 08-apr-01 21:1110U 0507.496 5457.804 0.5 km 118°
018 08-apr-01 21:13 10U 0507.507 5457.790 0.6 km 119°
019 08-apr-01 21:1510U 0507.519 5457.788 0.6 km 119°
020 08-apr-01 21:1610U 0507.524 5457.779 0.6 km 119°
021 08-apr-01 21:18 10U 0507.511 5457.772 0.6 km 121°
022 08-apr-01 21:2010U 0507.512 5457.750 0.6 km 122°
023 08-apr-01 21:2210U 0507.506 5457.749 0.6 km 123°
024 08-apr-01 21:2410U 0507.508 5457.739 0.6 km 124°
025 08-apr-01 21:2610U 0507.509 5457.737 0.6 km 124°
026 08-apr-01 21:28 10U 0507.510 5457.726 0.6 km 124°
027 08-apr-01 21:3110U 0507.502 5457.739 0.6 km 124°
028 08-apr-01 21:3310U 0507.501 5457.709 0.6 km 126°
029 08-apr-01 21:4110U 0507.532 5457.678 0.6 km 127°
030 08-apr-01 21:44 10U 0507.538 5457.668 0.7 km 127°
031 08-apr-01 21:4810U 0507.538 5457.662 0.7 km 128°
032 08-apr-01 21:53 10U 0507.511 5457.632 0.7 km 131°
033 08-apr-01 21:55 10U 0507.487 5457.656 0.6 km 131°
034 08-apr-01 22:0110U 0507.497 5457.605 0.7 km 134°
035 08-apr-01 22:0810U 0507.509 5457.570 0.7 km 135°
036 08-apr-01 22:1010U 0507.473 5457.586 0.7 km 136°
037 08-apr-01 22:1210U 0507.454 5457.594 0.6 km 137°
038 08-apr-01 22:15 10U 0507.480 5457.511 0.7 km 140°
039 08-apr-01 22:1810U 0507.479 5457.491 0.7 km 141°
040 08-apr-01 22:1910U 0507.487 5457.483 0.7 km 141°
041 08-apr-01 22:2110U 0507.507 5457.448 0.8 km 142°

Figure 11. Example of Waypoints printed from GARtrip software
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2.7 Mapping

Mapping began where the SCEC mapping team had stopped in the year 1999. 
Because the terrain on the Burnaby Mountain is very steep, it was difficult to 
move up-stream. It became faster and easier to start at the headwaters and 
move downhill. The SCEC located several springs and channels in the area 
previously shown on all maps without any streams. The channels were 
overgrown with dense bushes and a machete was needed to cut the corridor 
through most of the streams. SCEC members located several marshes, where 
tributaries originated.
Some channels were dry at the time of the survey, but all of them were mapped. 
The area of Burnaby Mountain has a very interesting environment and many 
times a creek disappeared just to surface several meters later. Sometimes in 
more flat areas, the channel became a swamp and then reverted back into a 
stream.
After each day’s survey, the GPS data was downloaded and processed. The 
new, updated maps were subsequently used to aid in locating new channels. At 
the same time, unmapped trails were also surveyed. This will be useful 
information in the future and will save time in accessing the channels. Figure 15 
shows the overview of the entire Stoney Creek watershed. Figure 16 is the key 
map for the “zoomed in” parts and figures 17 and 18 represent “zoomed in” 
sections. Figure 19 is overview of recently surveyed features.

SCEC used a digital camera to capture and document recent conditions on the 
channels. The snapshots can be used in the future, to compare how 
environmental changes of the area have affected Stoney Creek.
The Figure 20 is key map to places where the pictures were taken and numbers 
on the map represent the numbers of the pictures, which are shown in Figure 21, 
22, 23, 24, and 25.
The Figure 26 shows profile of one the channels derived from the Triangulated 
Irregular Network (TIN) 3D surface model. (The TRIM elevation data were used 
to create TIN).
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Figure 15. Overview of the Stoney Creek watershed
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Figure 16. Key map with "zoom in" sections
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Figure 17. Detail of the southeast part of the watershed
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Figure 18. Detail of the northeast part of the watershed
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Figure 19. Area surveyed by GPS GARMIN
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Figure 20. Locations of pictures taken by camera
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Stoney Creek - pictures taken by digital camera on Tributary 3.

Photograph 1: Creek northwest of the intersection 
of Trans Mountain pipeline with BC Hydro powerline 
(April 8, 2001)

Photograph 2: Creek flowing from swamp
(April 8, 2001)
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Figure 21. Photographs (1,2) of Tributary 3



Photograph 3: Creek originates in the swamp (April 8, 2001)

Photograph 4: Creek flowing from the swamp (April 8, 2001)
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Figure 22. Photographs (3,4) of Tributary 3



Photograph 5: Confluence of two creeks west of BC Hydro powerline (April 8, 2001)

Photograph 6: Confluence of three channels west of BC Hydro powerline (April 8, 2001)
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Figure 23. Photographs (5,6) of Tributary 3



Photograph 7: Swamp (April 8, 2001)
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Figure 24. Photograph (7) of Tributary 3



Figure 25.

Photograph 9: Creek in a second’growth forest (April 8, 2001)

Photographs (8, 9) of Tributary 3

Photograph 8: Spring, southeast of University Drive (April 8, 2001)
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Figure 26. Profile of A - B section of Tributary 3
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3.0 Conclusion

• The mapping team located and mapped 4011 metres of previously unmapped 
watercourses in targeted area.

• The project has laid the foundation upon which more detailed resource 
mapping can be undertaken. The GPS GARMIN used for the project enabled 
the team to locate over 4 km of previously unmapped channels, but has less 
capacity for attribute mapping than higher end GPS units, as Trimble 
Pathfinder

• The vegetation on the upper parts of Burnaby Mountain is very dense and the 
channels are small; some channels are dry most of the year.
These natural water systems are present in the form of springs, ephemeral 
channels, marshes, and systems that have alternating patterns of surface and 
subterranean flows. There is evidence of erosion and unstable ravines where 
once a stream channel had existed but was altered. It was the purpose of the 
SCEC to proceed with mapping some of the natural water ways that exist on 
the upper reaches of Stoney Creek, below the proposed development site, to 
encourage the development corporation to understand the resources that are 
in needed to protect from possible negative impacts of the development.

• A training manual was prepared and field training provided to volunteers so 
they could effectively participate in mapping operations. (See Appendix 2. 
Course outline.)

• This report was prepared and it contains a series of maps that have overlaid 
the previously existing data with the new data that was collected as proposed 
by this project. A floppy disk containing ArcView shape file stoney_garmin is 
available.

• This report will be used to seek additional funding and other resources for 
continued mapping.

• The report and maps will be used as an educational and informational tool to 
help protect the Stoney Creek watershed.
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In the table below is the statistical data calculated by ArcView from the new 
maps.

Table 3. Statistical data

Statistics

Perimeter of the watershed 15 983 meters
Area of the watershed 708 hectares
Total impervious area = 33% 234 hectares

BCIT data
feature type length in meters
creek 8309
culverted 2320

ENCON data
feature type length in meters
creek 1650
culverted 59
ditch 3690

SCEC (Pathfinder) data
feature type length in meters
creek 2025
culverted 209
ditch 234

SCEC (GARMIN) data
feature type length in meters
creek 4011
culverted 73
ditch 782
trail 6260

SUM of all surveyed data
feature type length in meters
creek 15995
culverted 2661
ditch 4706
trail 6260
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The SCEC mapping team mapped more than 4 000 meters of previously 
unmapped channels in their survey. More channels were located, but due to the 
time restriction they were not mapped. A complete mapping and a detailed 
inventory of the Stoney Creek watershed should be conducted. This mapping 
project was one of the steps in the process required to protect and conserve the 
Stoney Creek’s environment.
The survey and photography documentation represents snapshot of the situation 
on the creek during February - March 2001.

Figure 27. Trillium growing in Stoney Creek watershed
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Appendix 1

METADATA

TRIM data
TRIM data were collected through aerial photography using aerial triangulation. 
Aerial photography, at a scale of 1:70,000, was flown for the TRIM program using 
a Lear Jet. The original D.E.M. points are deemed accurate to within 10m. The 
compiled planimetric features can be located to within Vz mm at the hardcopy 
map scale of 1:20,000 (or the equivalent of 10m).
The TRIM hydrography layer used in Figure2 was created before 1996.
The data are in Arclnfo format.

LANDUSE data
Land Use data are from the Brunette Basin inventory data (GVRD). The landuse 
polygons were generated from 1995 data.
Impervious area (%) for sub_catchments was calculated from 1995/1996 
Orthophotos.
Interpretation and 1995 Land Use data.
The data are in ArcView shape format.

Stoney Creek Watershed Boundary
For the Stoney Creek watershed boundary GVRD data was used, Sub- 
Catchments for Brunette Basin, Land Use 1995.
The data are in ArcView shape format.

Orthophotos
The Orthophotos used in our project are from the year 1995. The images used 
are: F9.tif, F10.tif, G9.tif, G10.tif, G11 .

Creeks
Surveyed creeks data were data collected by BCIT in the winter of 1998/1999. 
The creeks were surveyed by GPS Trimble Pathfinder, with a position 
accuracy +/-5m. The layer used was GVRD modified data brunst_gps.
The data are in ArcView shape format.

Unsurveyed creeks are from the GVRD layer Brunst_uncnf. GVRD used 
ENCON Environmental LTD alignment for creating this layer. The data were 
revised 1999.

Creeks surveyed 1998/1999 (SCEC mapping team)
The creeks were surveyed using GPS GARMIN with Differential Antenna.
The work started in July 1998 and was finished in April, 1999. The SCEC 
members did not have the downloading software GARtrip and the X, Y 
coordinates were written in the field book during the survey. The Microstation 
software was used to enter manually (keypunching) X, Y coordinates into
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METADATA cont.

computer. The ArcView CAD-Reader extension was used to import the GARMIN 
data and overlay it with other layers.
To achieve better accuracy the FOM (Figure of Merit) was less than 3. The data 
were converted into the ArcView shape coverage stoney_garmin.

Creeks surveyed 1999 (Anrew Appelton and SCEC mapping team)
The SCEC used GPS Trimble Pathfinder to survey some parts of tributary 3 and 
some headwaters. The only Taw” rover data were saved on the disc. The recent 
SCEC mapping team did not have access to Pathfinder Office software to 
process the data. DFO converted the “raw” GPS data into shape files. The lines 
were interpreted by SCEC and added to the coverage stoney_garmin.

Creeks surveyed 2000 (ENCON)
The ENCON consultants surveyed creeks above the University Drive. According 
to the phone conversation, they used GARMIN to collect the data and later 
interpreted them as lines. SCEC did not get information about the accuracy of the 
data. SCEC received the ArcView shapefiles with ENCON data, most of them 
were point coverages. The data was interpreted by SCEC and ENCON hard 
copy maps were used as visual guidelines to digitize creeks on the screen, with 
orthophotos and ENCON GPS points in the background.

Creeks surveyed 2000/2001
The creeks were surveyed using GPS GARMIN with a Differential Antenna.
In the October SCEC members surveyed some creeks and trails above Gaglardy 
Way. The survey of northeast section of the watershed started in March 2001 
and was finished in April 2001. The GARMIN collects point data and with the use 
of differential correction its accuracy is +/- 10m. To achieve this accuracy the 
SCEC crew collected only points where FOM (Figure of Merit) was less than or 
equal to 3. All the data were converted into the ArcView shape coverage 
stoney_garmln.
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METADATA cont.

Table 4. Streams surveyed by GPS GARMIN - Attributes

General Characteristics
Coverage Name: stoney_garmin
Coverage Type: streams surveyed with GPS GARMIN
Definition: Lines representing GPS - GARMIN surveyed streams, 

surveyed in Fall 2000A/Vinter 2001
Spatial Data Type: Line
Spatial Extent: Stoney Creek Watershed
Date: 2001

Attributes:

Attributes Description Type
shape PolyLine-generated by ArcView binary
id Segment id number numeric
length Length of the segment in meters - calculated in ArcViewnumeric
ftype Feature type: culverted, creek, ditch, trail text
method Method of surveying : GARMIN text
month Date when the survey was done: October, November 

December, January, February, March, April
text

year Year of the GPS survey: 2000, 2001 numeric

GPS receiver GARMIN collects only points and after importing data into ArcView the 
Waypoints were represented as points in point theme. To show creeks as linear 
features, an empty line theme was created and lines were digitized on the screen, with 
GPS point coverage and TIF images in the background. The snapping tolerance was 
set at 5 meters. Because ArcView 3.2a does not have the option to build topology and 
we did not have access to Arclnfo software, the shape file should be converted into 
Arclnfo coverage and run the “clean” command on it to build the topology. The data may 
need some more editing (overshots and undershots). The attribute table was edited by 
keypunching the attribute information into new-created fields, using written records from 
the field notebook.
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Appendix 2

TOPICS COVERED IN MAPPING TRAINING SESSION

1) What do you know about computers, GIS, GPS, maps
2) Why should we map the creeks and watersheds?
3) Why use GIS for mapping - it allows us to store and retrieve data, create 

georeferenced graphical files, databases, allows queries and analysis
4) What is a map - 2D area representing 3D surface 

Different methods of mapping
Different projections - different distortion of terrain

5) Datum - NAD27, NAD83
6) How are features represented in GIS - vector data, raster data
7) Base maps - existing information
8) Different ways to update maps - digitize, survey, scan, GPS
9) What is GPS - and how it works 

(Signals from satellites orbiting Earth)
10) What is GPS used for - navigation, tracking, mapping
11) DGPS - increase accuracy of mapping
12) Setting it up - be careful, it is important because it affects accuracy of coordinates
13) Collecting the data
14) Data processing and interpreting
15) Importing GPS data into GIS ArcView 

Converting data into ArcVeiw format -shape file
16) Overlaying base map with GPS data
17) Use data for analysis
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